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Abstract: The article considers general questions of economic risk of investment into innovative business
projects related to the Internet-commerce activities, including the provision of access to the Internet, sales of
goods and services through the network, investments into development, replayed on the freemium model, risks
of distributors of network advertising, investments in creation of network games. The risks of investing into
business, connected with the Internet, are considered for three types of subjects of investments into the
existing business; into the new business but a proven one in other markets; and into the organizations
developing a new product. Suggested ways of reducing these risks may be used at investing into new projects
and at expansion of existing businesses associated with the use of the Internet. It is noted that the main risk
for the companies, whose business is connected with the use of the Internet is the risk of price and product
competition and the main way to reduce this risk, which is used for small and medium sized businesses and for
large corporations, is the dynamics of the qualitative development of business.
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INTRODUCTION increase and become more complex. Analysis of these

Nowadays, all countries actively develop innovative considered in this paper.
business projects connected with the expansion of The main part. Risks of investments in the business
number of the Internet subscribers and delivering services associated with the Internet will be considered for three
to consumers via the Internet. types of investment entities, which have the following

Set of services, which are received by the subscriber differences.
of the Internet network, is actively expanding [1].
Currently the Internet is not only the sphere of innovative Investing in the business in the expansion of
communicative interaction, but it is also the sphere for services  production  without increasing of market
ordering goods, delivery and receipt of works and geography  or  with  share  in new  markets, into the
services of non-receipt character, for government improvement of services' quality. For example, ISP
services. With the help of the Internet it is possible to may increase speed of the Internet access for its
transfer payments and other economic operations [2]. The subscribers with the increase in subscription fees.
services, which uses the Internet for communication and These can be investments in new equipment or
business objectives becomes a significant sector of the extension of the network for entities into new
economy, which is annually invested by amounts services (for example, improving the delivery) which
comparable with investments in separate branches of receive income from operation of material elements of
material production [3]. On this basis, risks of investors the Internet; for Internet- shops in new software
who invest money in the business related to Internet development of software; for entities distributing of
Commerce and other economic activities on the Internet intangible  services via the. Investment can be done

risks and the ways of reducing them for investors are
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by the owner of business through profit or bank consumers' preferences for other reasons. In the examples
loans and with the assistance of co-owners; for large mentioned above, competitors can take the market niche
businesses it can be done in the form of joint-stock of Internet-services; and the developed computer game
companies - by SPO, that is secondary share may not have gathered a sufficient number of players.
placement. The risks of investing in the new proven business in

Investing in operating business is the most of the Internet as a special infrastructure environment, are
unhazardous type of investment into the Internet also present, but they are transferred for investment, that
commerce. The operating business is economically means that these are risks of the directly invested
justified; the quantity and composition of subscribers is business and the market demand. But for intangible
known, ARPU - average monthly revenue per user is products, such as new software, the Internet at an
known and it allows calculating the return on invested appropriate advertising provides very fast coverage of the
capital with sufficient probability. entire country market.

We note that investing in operating business in the
field of Internet-commerce also involves economic risks Investing in startup, i.e. in the organization which
caused by the peculiarities of the Internet as a special develops a new product and has no history of market
infrastructure of economic activity and it differs from risks activity. Let's note that in the field of the Internet
at other types of entrepreneurial activity. This risk posed Commerce, as a particularly high-tech industry, a
by the very rapid development of switching equipment larger number of start-UPS is registered, than in
and transmission capacity of power lines and computer traditional business areas. Investment in a startup are
equipment of customers is the material basis of the called venture ones. As a rule, the investor provides
network. Due to this the operator of telematic services a certain amount on the founders' development with
who drops behind in replacement of the equipment and startups for holding of share' exchange, which is
increase of connection speed of other operators, risks to implied a profitably sale after the commercial success
start to lose subscribers who will refuse his services in of the project; risks of investment loss especially
favor of other providers of the higher-speed Internet. depends on future commercial success.

This  provision also applies to producers of
intangible products and software. For example, if the Now let's consider the risks of the above-mentioned
company-developer of anti-virus programs does not types of investment in the Internet commerce also on the
invest resources in the continuous improvement of its stages of investment and methods to mitigate these risks.
product, it runs the risk of losing customers. Investments in entities of operating business of the

Investing  in  new  but   proven   in   other   markets expansion of this business. The kind of activity is present
e-Commerce business [1]. For example, a cable TV and the initial magnitude (the number of subscribers) is
provider can invest the equipment of acquisition and defined at the time of investment, as well as legal issues.
rent of channels to offer its subscribers the services The investor calculates the structure, the cost of the
of access to the Internet. In the area of intangible necessary equipment and the appropriate growth of
services it is known that computer games are very subscriber's base and revenues from the provision of
popular and they bring income to their creators. services to subscribers
Consequently, any company can be invested, which Investor's risks in business expansion are reduced to
develops a new computer game. the abovementioned aspect of the competition - to

competing operators are also seeking to increase the
Investments  in  new  business   on   proven  in  other number of subscribers of their networks and they can

markets schemes are more hazardous than investments in offer the best price conditions [4]. In this case,
the current business, because there is a significant investments in the incumbent operator's business may not
probability that invested activity or service in the field of pay back because of the insufficient number of newly
e-Commerce will not allow generating the income required connected subscribers or in connection with the
for the return of investment. Risks are associated with necessity to increase the number of subscribers to lower
competition, with product quality, with changing of ARPU that, in turn, will increase the payback time.

the field of Internet Commerce, caused by the peculiarities

Internet providers are equivalent to investments in the
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Methods of reducing the risks of competition in the services, they improve the delivery (for example, a good
current operator business are known and are taken down one is the system of individual boxes – the customer is
to the management of the cost price that is to control the informed about the code and he/she can take the goods).
costs of the enterprise. Minimization of operating costs is Let’s consider investment risks in intangible
the main way to reduce the risks of price competition. activities of the network. The sale of individual

However, there are also specific risks of carrier developments as the acting business in case of expanding
business. This is lag behind the competitors in quality assumes increase of number of customers. Risk of such an
(speed) of the Internet provided to subscribers that can expanding are connected with the level of the product
occur as a result of untimely replacement of equipment demand. To decrease the noted risks we need measures in
and subscriber lines. This risk is a quite substantial one. two directions. These are the constant monitoring of the
There are cases where operators were forced out of the market for forecasting and searching all the possible
market due to the fact that they were not promptly customers as well as distributing of the investment
switched to a new standard of equipment and services program.
and continued, for example, to use ADSL while Investment in intangible activity as in a new proved
competitors have moved on standard FTTb. This risk business in the network is connected with the expanding
must be eliminated by the market monitoring and timely of the set of the assumed works and services. Risks of the
modernization of equipment and, if necessary, of investor can be forecasted only individually; there are no
subscriber network. general risks; for risks’ decreasing advertising is needed.

Features of investing in new proven activity in the Intangible activity in the network as well as the
network using material means are described above. startup involves the outwork and distribution of creative
Investor's risks are determined by the presence or goods. The demand of these goods determines investor’s
absence of competition on the planned geographic market risks. Thus, we can underline the individual risk which is
of rendering of services to subscribers and related pricing the goods’ demand and the general risk which is
policy. To decrease such risks the proposed tariffs by the connected with the information for the audience of
operator for speed access to the network must be equal or customers. Decrease of risks is connected with the
lower than its competitors. analysis of the customers’ demands, with the forecasting

Let’s note that while investing in the activities in the of the demand as well as with the using of different ways
network of the Internet with the use of material resources of information distribution about the goods and the
the emergence of start-UPS is now possible, one example advertisement.
of which is described in the article [3]. Startup implies Let’s consider the risks of investing in development,
reduced competition on the market of the specific service the income on which is intended to be received on the
proposed by a new enterprise, however, does  not freemium model by the developer. Investment in the
exclude competition in related services. So in the example existing business might improve the basic functions of the
of startup a new type of card reader is offered, which is service and its further popularization, as well as
combined with a  Smartphone  for  the  conduction of developing and providing of users with new paid premium
non-cash settlements with buyers by the entrepreneur accounts [6]. Risks of the investor are in the lack of
(taxi, small sale of goods). The risks of start-up popularity of databases and applications that would not
development are marked by the competition of other types achieve the break-even point and get the profit. To reduce
of non-cash payments, as well as the security issues of the risk of investment we need investments in the quality
increasing trust of clients. of basic customers and accounts. 

When investing in the activities in which the network Investing in new business on the freemium model
there is a search of a buyer and payment, the investor's involves the creation and promotion of new basic
risks in expanding of the existing business are minimal. In functions with further promotion of premium accounts.
new geographic markets they depend on the competition Risks and methods of their reduction are similar in cost
and in non- proven business risks are individual, but and achieving popularity of the resource and paid
security of goods’ delivery to the customers and all applications.
calculating can be distinguished as a General risk to Risks of investing in advertising campaigns in the
customers and passing calculations [5].To decrease such Internet will be considered in two aspects: as the risks of
a risk Internet-shops have their own controlled delicery advertiser and as the risks of the advertising distributor.
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The advertiser is not an investor in the Internet tools needed to pay for hosting payment and for
Commerce, because advertising expenses are the current providing of advertising promotion of the game. If the
costs of promoting sales of the goods. However, we note creator acquires all the rights of the game from the
that the risks are the ratio of the costs of advertising and developers on the terms of one-time payment, he assumes
its effectiveness that is connected with the heterogeneity the risks of market success or failure of the game and he
of the web audience of users and with the volatility of the risks in case of failure not to get back the costs. The
popularity of the Internet-resources. To reduce the risk we creator also assumes all risks in case he is engaged in the
need the monitoring of the effectiveness of advertising, development of the game that is, if he publishes his own
therefore, means of distribution of advertising, allowing to products and brings it to a break-even point.
track the number of clicks to go to the website of the Accordingly the way to reduce the risk of the creator
advertiser are necessary, it means that you need a is searching for creative developers and acquisition of
contextual advertising [7]. readymade products – a computer game on the conditions

Investments in distribution of advertising as a valid of royalty. However, this method to reduce the risk can
business lead to the increase in the number of ads of a also reduce the margin of the creator’s income. Also the
company-distributor on various websites, as well as to the risks of the game creator on the stage of its acquisition
qualitative changes (to increase of the visibility and from the developers will be reduced by the preliminary
effectiveness of the ads). The risks of the company- expertise, the market success of the game must be
distributor of advertising, which invests in the expansion evaluated not only the creator, but by an expert-specialist.
of advertising in the network, are in the intensification of Let’s also note that computer games have a certain
the competition with these distributors. Accordingly, the life cycle, i.e. from time to time the popularity of an even
method of limiting this risk is the support for high-quality initially successful game is reduced and it needs more
content, which requires qualified personnel of the costs for its improvement, but in the future many of the
company: designers and developers. Risks of investments games lose most of the players and the creator remaining
in new business i.e. creation of the new company of the in this business, is forced to start the new development of
advertising distributor are similar. Startups in the the online game. Thus, in the edition of the games there is
advertising business in the network are possible - for a risk of payback period, which consists in the fact that
example, geotargeted advertising has recently been the creator may not correctly calculate the profitable
developed. Risks of advertising startups are in the operation of the game. If the game starts to lose
success of the development promotion. popularity in a shorter time than it was planned by the

Let’s consider the risks of investing in the creation creator, it will decrease the time of profitable operation of
and promotion of online computer games. the game after reaching the break-even point. To reduce

Creation of a new and creative computer game is this risk the appropriate expertise at the stage of buying
inherently a startup, because the investor cannot a game is necessary. 
determine if the development will get recognision at the Risks of investments in the creation of social
market before the completing of the software and networks in the present work are not considered due to
graphics’ workout [8]. The confirmation of this thesis is the fact that this business is a rare and a single type of
the fact that online gaming market has companies that investment. However, let's consider the risk of portfolio
have successful experience in creating and selling of their investment in the social network that is risk of the
goods, but almost every year there are new companies investor who purchases shares of a joint stock company
which successfully provide the market with their which organizes and supports the functioning of the
developments. Accordingly, as with the other startups, at social network. 
the initial stage all the risk is on the group of creators of Organizers of social networks receive their main
the game programmers and designers who invest their income from advertising [10]. Due to the fact that, in
time and efforts without warranty of market success. general, advertisement in the Internet develops and

Unlike the developers, risks of a creator of the game expands, the organizers of the social networks have a
are determined by the financial terms of the agreement, stable and   growing   income,   the   only     condition
concluded with the developers when purchasing the (risk of receiving) of which is to ensure the popularity of
games [9]. If this agreement is based on the conditions of social networking. However, at the same time, due to the
royalty, the risk of the creator is minimal. These are the popularity of the major social networks, at the stage of
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their IPO the primary buyers often overestimate the value ensure good dynamics of development for large
of grid companies and they buy stock at the inflated price, corporations is acquisition of patents for processes and
as,  for example, it happened at IPO of Facebook [11]. products according to their type of activity from other
Next, after the IPO, a shareholder value of the network developers.
leveled and traded in accordance with the market
situation. The example shows the need for an adequate CONCLUSION
risk assessment of investments in the promotion of social
networks. Creation and development of business projects on

Having analized the above material of risks of the Internet is associated with specific risks, which must
investing in Internet-projects and the material of ways for be taken into account by investors when preparing and
reducing these risks, you can make the following promoting of business. For network operators the main
generalization. thing is the risk of price competition within the

Due to the fact that the Internet and all businesses geographical market.
which are connected with the Internet and the Internet When investing in the activities in which the network
Commerce, are dynamically developed, the main way to there is a serach of a buyer and payment, the investor's
reduce the risks of market participants using the Internet risks in expanding the existing business are minimal and
as an  infrastructure environment is the maintenance of at new geographic markets they depend on the
the dynamics of the invested Internet projects’ competition; but risks are individual in non-proved
development. business, but we can distinguish safety of goods’

The “dynamic development of business in the delivery to customers and passing calculations as the
Internet implies not only quantitative growth, i.e. the general risk. Investing in active business with income on
extension of the volume of provision of services to the freemium model assumes improvement of the basic
customers and clients, but also qualitative changes, which service functions and its further popularization, as well as
are necessary for each participant of the market on the it develops and provides users with new charge premium
Internet to ensure the sustainability of the business. So, accounts. The investor's risks are the insufficient
operators of telematic services shall promptly replace the popularity, databases and applications. The risks of the
equipment to facilitate the transition from the standard advertising distributor company, which invests in the
ADSL on FTTb. Cellular operators have implemented the expansion of advertising in the network, are mainly in the
3G standard and are currently moving to LTE; distributors intensification of the competition with these distributors
of online advertising implement targeting and they move and in the segment of quality they are attractive in their
on placement of materials in the social networks; content and in ads layout for visitors of the sites. A
companies that sell their goods in the Internet also method of limiting this risk is the support of high-quality
transfer the transaction in the network. content. To reduce the risks a creator of computer games

Let’s note that there are the same problems of needs to search for creative developers and to but a
business development and of large IT corporations that readymade product (a computer game) on the conditions
solve them in several ways: they make researches and of royalty.
development in their R&D subdevisions and constantly Due to the fact that the Internet and all businesses
update the product line (they release new models of connected to the Internet and the Internet Commerce, are
goods, as the Apple, the Samsung, the Cisco Systems and developed dynamically, the main way to reduce the risks
other vendors do). The Corporations acquire startups and of the commerce market participants on the Internet is
small innovative firms, which have succeeded in their maintenance of dynamics of the invested Internet
market niches. A good example is the acquisitions of a projects.
service company TUMBLR by the Corporation Yahoo! Risks in innovation business which is related to the
IBM acquired Green Hat (one of the leaders in the field of Internet Commerce, are different for the investments in the
cloud testing) [12], Facebook acquired the company of existing business in the network, for the investments in
mobile photo application Instagram [13], Google Inc. has new but a proven business in other markets and for the
acquired the startup Wavii, which specializes in investments of organizations which develop a new
technologies of language processing [14], we can cite product and which do not have any history in the market
many other examples of such purchases. The third way to activity.
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